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Chat with our
Chief Exec

We pray that you
are safe and well
and enjoying a
tentative return to life after
lockdown. Thank you so much
for your generous support and
prayers over what has been an
incredibly difficult time for many
of us. We are very grateful for
you!

In this edition we celebrate
the translation of the Bible, the
joy it brings to countries and
communities and we ask that you
pray with us in Prayer in Action
for the translation work still
to be completed.
Every blessing
Larissa Morava

twitter.com/
biblesociety
facebook.com/
biblesociety

Q: Why do you think linguistic
Bible translation continues to
be important?
A: There is a translation principle
that’s embodied in the Bible.
Translation involves the
communication of one language,
culture and set of meanings into
another. This is an act of humility
on the speaker’s part to make the
effort to be understood.
This is what we see God doing in
the incarnation; God translating
himself into humanity. There is
something incredibly profound
about the very nature of the Bible
as God’s words translated into
human languages and cultures.
Translation is a feature of the
essence of the Bible.
There are still language groups
for whom the Bible doesn’t
exist in their mother tongue,
which affects around 500 million
people. Translation is important
because God makes the effort
to communicate to us through
Scripture in ways that make sense
to us. Translating into a mother
tongue is something that God
has modelled to us and that’s why
linguistic translation matters.
Q: How can we translate the
Scriptures for today’s culture?
A: This is a really important
question for us, particularly in the
west. We have plenty of access
to the Bible but many of us don’t
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Patron: Her Majesty the Queen
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God’s word for 707 million
people amidst pandemic
Sixty-six Scripture translations were completed
in 2020 – but what’s the global picture of Bible
translation work, and how important is it?
really know how to relate the
words of the Bible to ordinary
life or don’t believe that the
Bible has anything relevant to
say to contemporary issues.
That’s a problem with the way
in which the Bible has been
communicated and this is
where we see that translation
is much more than a linguistic
process. The translation task
is not complete until there
is a transfer of meaning and
understanding.
The cultural translation of the
Bible, communicating the
Bible’s meaning in ways that are
relevant and understandable
to contemporary society, is
how the task of translation is
completed.
To do it well, we must first
learn to take the Bible seriously
again for ourselves, not just in
our personal lives but in the
totality of all that we do. And
the end of the communication
task is when, as a community of
Christians, we live out the Bible
so that people see it embodied
in our lives.
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Front cover: Ermira is
delighted to receive her
Albanian Bible. Photography
by Gjergj Ndoci.

‘I have been praying for this day,’
says Miss Abraham Montgomery,
smiling proudly. ‘To have the Bible
in our mother tongue … it’s no
longer a dream, but reality!’

Bible. It means 5.7 billion people
have access to Scripture in their
language.

Abraham is one of 707 million
people around the world who
received God’s word in 2020.
Despite the challenges of the
Covid-19 pandemic and global
lockdowns, Bible translation work
pressed on.

More than half the world’s
languages have no Scripture at
all. Around 1.5 billion people still
do not have a full Bible in their
language. And, according to Bible
Society’s Director of International
Mission, Oldi Morava, Bible
translation is an ongoing task.

Our teams around the world
completed translations in 66
languages. These included 46
languages receiving God’s word
for the first time, five first full
Bibles and the completion of the
world’s first Sign Language Bible,
in America.
It’s a remarkable achievement –
and it heralds a significant
milestone in global Bible
translation. Today, more than 700
languages in the world have a full

But there’s still a long way to go.

‘This is ongoing, organic work,’
says Oldi. ‘Even if a community has
a translation, there are moments
when a new one may be required.
A new audience may emerge, our
knowledge of the text grows and
language becomes outdated.
Bible translation is sometimes
seen as a one-off mission – a Bible
in every language – but there’s
more to it.’

Abraham, from Nigeria,
holds the New Testament in
her language thanks to you.

Photography by United Bible Societies
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This year, your generosity is
funding 19 translation projects
around the world. Your gifts and
support make a huge difference to
people’s lives and communities.
Oldi says every part of Bible
Society’s work is about translation,
in one sense or another – and
translation remains at the very
heart of this mission.
‘We are continuously translating
the Bible, whether it’s linguistic,
cultural or translating it into action
in our lives,’ says Oldi.
‘This has been our mission from the
very beginning. Right now, there’s a
global cry to rebuild or re-imagine
society in light of the Covid-19
pandemic. Scripture has a role to
play.
‘We need to translate God’s word
again for this time – not just
linguistically, but at all levels.’

Claire Smith
Freelance writer

We print Word in Action on responsibly sourced paper and carry the Forest Stewardship Council® logo.
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The team with translation
consultants from United Bible
Societies

was banned and schools taught
that faith was wrong. It was only
after the fall of communism in
1990 that missionaries entered the
country and the gospel message
began to spread. The team which
worked on Albania’s first Bible
translation were all among the first
generation of believers who came
to faith in the 1990s.
Your support funded the Albanian translation team from l-r: Oldi, Joan, Altin, Marian and Gjergj

Celebrating Albania’s first Bible
Your faithful support over many years has kept this
Bible translation team going – and now Albania has
its first complete Bible. Thank you!

W

hen the four Bible
translators turned off their
computers for the last
time, the mix of joy and sorrow was
almost overwhelming.
This was the culmination of many
years of work. The end of a project
which transformed their faith. A
moment of extreme significance for
their country … The completion of
Albania’s first ever Bible translated
from the original languages, by
Albanian native translators.
Every couple of months, for the
last 10 years, these four men –
each from a different Christian
tradition – have met together.
Each time, they spent seven days
working from morning to evening.
They discussed every word of this
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He added, ‘In the book of John,
Jesus is described as ‘Jesus of
Nazareth’ and someone asks,
“Can anything good come from
Nazareth?”

Scripture translation, grappling
with meaning, context and culture.
Each verse was carefully nurtured
into its new language.
Their faithfulness is extraordinary –
and the Bible they produced is
already being celebrated for its
poetry and beauty.
‘These translators are not just
linguists, they are truly believers
of God,’ said Altin Hysi, who leads
Bible Society’s work in Albania. ‘The
word of God is not just a piece of
writing. And this translation, there
is beauty in it. The language flows,
it has richness and form. It has life.’
A reason for the ‘life’ Altin describes
is the fact that the translators
worked from original languages –

Altin said, ‘For these Christians to
be trained as translators of the
Bible, to become the elite in this
work, and then to join our team, is
a miracle. God’s hand has been on
this project.’

Greek and Hebrew. It would have
been much easier, and quicker, to
translate from English. But Altin
wanted a high quality, faithful
translation. ‘We wanted to do it
properly,’ he said. It took 10 years
to produce the New Testament and
a further 10 to complete the Old
Testament.
But when you’re dealing with a text
of such profound significance for a
nation, it’s worth the wait.
All the translators, and Altin
himself, grew up in communist
Albania – an atheist state. Religion

‘It feels like Albania is Nazareth.
We are a small country, with not
a large population. We came out
of communism with no scholars,
no tools, with a persecuted
Church. But, by a miracle, we have
produced a Bible.
‘In a relay, every runner has to not
only run well, they have to pass the
baton – otherwise the race cannot
finish. We have run together as
a team, and we have passed the
baton of God’s word to the Church
and to the next generation.’

Claire Smith
Freelance writer

Growing up in Albania, Oldi
Morava’s family were nominally
Muslim, but religion was banned
and faith leaders persecuted.
He was 11 when the communist
regime fell. Missionaries flooded
the country – and Oldi and his
family came to faith in Christ.
Aged 18, Oldi arrived in England
to study theology and later an
MSt in Biblical Hebrew at Oxford
University. For 10 years he was
part of the Bible Society team
translating the Old Testament
into Albanian, and now he’s
Bible Society’s Director of
International Mission.
Nothing could prepare him for
receiving his own copy of the
Albanian Bible in the post.
‘That was the moment it actually
dawned on me … the scale of
the work,’ said Oldi. ‘There was
a sense of joy, accomplishment

and legacy. This Bible will be
used by generations to come. I
kept smiling all day.’
But the conclusion of the
project also brings sadness.
‘The experience has been really
impactful for us as translators,’
said Oldi. ‘We have learned from
each other, been challenged,
discussed very passionately on
particular issues. All that comes
to an end. I will miss it.’
Already, though, Oldi has
started reading the new Bible –
and the experience is powerful.
‘The language, particularly
in the Psalms, is closer to me
in Albanian. Poetry is always
closest to your heart in your
own language, and it flows into
your prayer language.
Something spiritual happens in
that context, which is difficult to
capture in another language.’

Summer 2021 |
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Going up
a gear

Photography by Pete Sinclair

The Pitch –
the cultural
translation
of the Bible

Scenes from filming of last year’s winning film Hollow.

W

e translate the words
of the Bible into
different languages so
people can read them,
but often that’s only the start. The
Bible was written thousands of
years ago, when people thought
and felt very differently from most
of us today. So how can we bridge
the gap between then and now, so
that it speaks to us as powerfully as
it did to its first hearers?
We call this ‘cultural translation’,
and according to Luke Walton,
key to this is understanding that
our culture is shaped by images –
particularly moving images.
Luke is Director of The Pitch
film fund. Every year, emerging
filmmakers submit a bid for a
£35,000 production budget to
make a short film based on a
Bible story. Along the way they
get feedback and mentoring, and
engage deeply with the Bible text,
which can be a transformative
experience.
‘Before these films are made,
everyone involved has to read
the stories and ask, “What do they
mean for me?”’ he says. ‘So you
have hundreds of people sitting
down and thinking, “How can I
adapt this Bible source for a new
audience?”’
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Film, says Luke, is the language
of our age. ‘If you were to ask
someone from Generation Y about
the last book they read, they’d just
look blank. But they all have Netflix
or Prime subscriptions. In our time,
the way to tell stories has become
visual.’
In reality, there’s nothing really
new about this, he points out –
during the Renaissance people
got used to the wonderful biblical
paintings of the great masters like
Caravaggio and Rembrandt. But
now, our images move. ‘When
filmmakers make a story, they have
to take words and put them into
action,’ Luke says – and when they
do that, we’re drawn into the story
ourselves.
Films from previous Pitch funds
have gone on to win awards at film
festivals all around the world. This
year’s winner, Five Thousand Stars

by Oneikeh Campbell, uses the
Feeding of the Five Thousand as an
inspiration for her story of a former
food critic now living as a homeless
woman.
And, says Luke, ‘It’s seeing the
Bible with fresh eyes like Oneikeh’s
that can translate it for a new
generation. Through film, we’re
reaching people who’d never
think of opening a Bible – but they
might join the 1.8 million people
who’ve already watched Pulsar, our
take on the story of Jonah.’
Find out more about The Pitch
and how to enter the next round
of funding at enterthepitch.com

Mark Woods
Bible Society’s
Editor

In Africa’s toughest,
hardest places, there’s
huge potential for Bible
mission. But when ministry
was hampered by a brokendown truck, supporters like
you stepped in to take action.
Discouraging.
Frustrating.
Difficult.
That’s how Hama Yaye, who leads
Bible work in Niger, describes his
work. Why? Because almost every
time he leaves his office on a vital
mission trip to distribute Scripture
or support church leaders, his
vehicle breaks down.

Here, poverty, illiteracy and
political instability make life
difficult for millions of people.
Islamic groups such as ISIS and
Boko Haram are active and deadly.
And climate change has brought
catastrophic floods and droughts.

Sometimes he walks or hitchhikes
to the next town to get help.
Sometimes he just pushes the
truck into the desert and waits
for assistance. It’s exhausting
and demoralising. And, more
importantly, it’s thwarting Bible
ministry.

The Church is growing in number,
but it lacks spiritual maturity and
many people are confused about
their beliefs. It’s not uncommon
for someone to go to church
in the morning, the mosque
at noon, and visit the local
witchdoctor in the evening. There’s
a need for leadership training,
Bible distribution and youth
programmes.

That’s why we’ve launched a major
appeal to raise £25,000 to buy
Hama a new, reliable 4x4 vehicle.
We’re doing the same for teams in
Central African Republic and The
Gambia. And already, supporters
like you are rising to the challenge.
Thanks to your amazing generosity
so far, we can provide a 4x4 for
Niger, Central African Republic and
The Gambia and support the work
they do in difficult circumstances.
Your support will take Bible work
up a gear in this challenging
region, known as the Sahel, which
stretches West to East across Africa.

Bible work in Africa;
what you need to know
Sahel

15 countries
523 million people
6.6% of the world’s population
Mission priorities: Church
leadership, Bible translation,
literacy, children’s and youth
programmes, infrastructure

But, right now, the urgent need is
for a simple, dependable 4x4. It’s a
crucial way to accelerate mission
in this region. And your support is
making a difference.
Hama said, ‘A reliable vehicle will
give us confidence. It’s a part of our
infrastructure, giving us viability
and credibility as an organisation.
The Lord has entrusted us with this
mission, and he is faithful.’

The team in Niger pushing
their broken down truck

To find out more go to biblesociety.org.uk/trucks

Summer 2021 |
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Get on your bike in 2021
In September 2020 a group of
enthusiastic cyclists rode between
50 and 100 miles each, to raise
money to spread the life-changing
message of the Bible. This is Bike
for Bibles. The incredible efforts
of these supporters helped give
Bibles to children in Malawi,
provide Bible-based trauma
healing to victims of violence in
Mozambique, train Sunday school
teachers in Syria, and so much
more.
If you missed Bike for Bibles in
2020 the good news is, it’s back
and it’s completely free to sign up!
This year, there are three different
options, 50, 100 or 300 miles. You
choose your mileage, your timeframe and your route. And we’ll
be there to support you every
step (pedal) of the way! It’s a great
opportunity for riders of all ages
and abilities to get involved.
We’d love to see whole families out
riding together, as well as groups
of friends, colleagues and church

communities (as many as we are
allowed in September). How you
split your mileage is up to you:
choose to ride 50 miles over the
course of the month or smash out
300 miles before breakfast on a
Saturday morning! Just remember
that when you’re raising money, it’s
good to set yourself a challenge.
We’ve got specially designed
jerseys and t-shirts available to
purchase and wear during your
ride, as well as medals and water
bottles thrown in to keep everyone
hydrated, on track and motivated!
We ask that every adult cyclist
aims to raise at least £250. The
money you raise could fund a Bible
translator for eight days, set up
five Bible-based literacy classes
for groups of women in Africa,
including workbooks and a trained
leader, or provide 15 practical
aid packages to refugee families,
containing food, clothing, toiletries
and a Bible. You can change lives,
for good.

You prepare a table before me …
Sign up to the Bike for Bibles
Facebook group to join the Bike for
Bibles community and share your
experiences, plans and tips.

Find out more and sign up
now at biblesociety.org.uk/
bikeforbibles and you could
change lives, for good.

W

e have been living
through extraordinary
times. Those who had
been the unsung heroes of daily
life have been heralded as ‘frontline
workers’. A centenarian crossing his
garden with a walking aid became
a national hero. There is a welcome
upside-downness to some of our
lives as the result of the global
pandemic.
Yet for so many individuals, families
and businesses, having life turned
upside down by Covid has been
far from welcome. For too many
people it has been more like
‘walking through the valley of the
shadow of death’.
Many readers of Word in Action
will know that we are creating a
community garden themed on
Psalm 23 for RHS Chelsea between
21–26 September 2021. Psalm
23 talks of ‘green pastures’, and
the care of the Shepherd. Eugene
Peterson translates verse 5 in The
Message as, ‘You serve me a sixcourse dinner right in front of my
enemies’.

Cyclists taking part in 2020’s Bike for Bibles
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I was profoundly moved by the
image of that huge dinner early
on in the first lockdown. ‘If the
pandemic is that enemy,’ I asked
myself, ‘how could we extend
God’s hospitality to all those who
have been impacted by Covid?
Our communities will need to
reconnect – how can we do this?’
This past year has felt more like
reading Numbers than Psalms
on many occasions. Every day
the news has lists of numbers
infected, numbers dying, numbers
in hospital. There is not a street in
the country that is unaffected by
the impact of the disease and the
lockdowns. So can we embody
Psalm 23 and show local care and
compassion? Will you offer hope
to any who have lost family or
work, or discovered their hope
is diminished or their health
damaged?
We would love to see a movement
of people offering hospitality
to those who need it. How can
we show generosity to our
neighbours? Think anything from
a picnic, to an urban BBQ, from
a street party to simply having

a few people round for a drink
and chat. We are inviting you to
think about offering hospitality
for your community – or support
a community nearby that might
need more help than your own.
Make a gentle invitation – There’s
no need for a big speech, just a
table spread with welcome and
love. You could read Psalm 23 as a
grace or simply be there for others.
Let’s show that neither you nor
your guests have ever been truly
alone through this valley.
Some simple suggestions to
engage your community will
be available from 24 June. Visit
psalm23garden.co.uk/banquet
to find out more.

Revd Luke
Walton

Director of The Pitch

Are you a parent
or a teacher?

Why not check out our special
Psalm 23 assembly, activities,
and fun gardening ideas?
To find out more and to
download the resources, go to
biblesociety.org.uk/getactive

Summer 2021 |
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What does Open
the Book look like ...
in Ghana?

It shouldn’t be a surprise, of course.
Open the Book is a phenomenal
success here, loved by churches,
children and headteachers.
Volunteers from local churches
visit schools regularly to take
assemblies, where they re-enact
a Bible story using costumes and
props. It’s fun and engaging – and
this light-touch approach means
it’s accessible to all.

Thanks to you, the Open the Book team in Ghana are back in schools following lockdown

Bible storytelling in schools goes global
Open the Book, our
Bible storytelling project
in primary schools, is
now reaching a million
children in England and
Wales.
But did you know it’s also
taking off around the
world?

1999
Volunteers visit
Bedford schools
to retell Bible
stories
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An email from New Zealand
drops into the inbox of Angela
Lopez Branco, Open the Book’s
International Development Lead.
It’s from a former Storyteller, one of
the volunteers who go into primary
schools to re-enact and retell
Bible stories. This woman recently
emigrated to New Zealand and
wants to start up the project there.
‘That’s the thing about Open the
Book,’ says Angela. ‘It creates these
amazing, passionate volunteers
who want to reach more children
with the Bible. They’ll do it with or
without us!’

2001
OtB began
in earnest in
Gloucestershire

2007
Registered as a
national charity

Angela is now actively working
with the Bible Society team in New
Zealand to launch Open the Book,
and develop a bespoke programme
for their community. And this wordof-mouth, grass roots expansion of
Open the Book is happening right
around the world.
Two new countries – Kenya and
Albania – are due to launch Open
the Book this year. Conversations
are also under way with other Bible
Society teams in the Middle East,
Latin America, Asia, Africa and
Europe.

2013
Joined Bible
Society

2014
Promotional
video rolled out
in churches

In Albania, where around 70 per
cent of people are Muslim, we’ve
translated Open the Book materials
for Bible Society to use at their
ever-popular summer sports camps
for children. Angela says, ‘We don’t
have a one-size-fits-all approach
internationally. We know Open the
Book is used in Muslim-majority
schools here in England and Wales,
and with Albania we were keen
to explore it in a Muslim-majority
country.’
During 2020 Angela went online
to train storytelling teams from
Albania and Kenya. ‘The training
was odd and wonderful at the
same time,’ said Angela. ‘Doing it via
Zoom meant no one had to travel,
and we could train these teams
from very different contexts.’
In Kenya, the team will build on
what’s been learned through the
Ghana pilot project. They will

2016
First OtB team
in London

2016
International
OtB launched in
Accra, Ghana

launch in 12 schools near Nairobi,
and plan to run sports days,
drawing competitions and prayer
days as well as assemblies.
Angela says, ‘The Ghana pilot
showed it’s possible to use Open
the Book as a springboard to other
things, and that’s something we
want to replicate across Africa.’
The aim is to have Open the Book
in every region of the world within
five years – and in the long-term
to open the Bible for every child,
regardless of context, culture or
language.
Angela is determined to tackle the
most challenging places first. ‘It
would be easy to roll out Open the
Book in places like America and
Canada, where English is the main
language and the context is similar
to ours,’ she says. ‘But we want to
test how it works in translation, in
a Muslim-majority nation, among
children with disabilities in Latin
America. If we can get it right, we
can reach so many children who
don’t know God.’
• Please pray for the safe launch
of Open the Book in Kenya and
Albania, considering Covid-19
restrictions. Pray God will touch
children’s lives as they hear the
stories of the Bible.

2018
In 3,000 schools
in England and
Wales

2019
Celebrating 20
years, one in six
primary schools
has an OtB team

Around 30,000 children now
regularly hear Bible stories
through Open the Book in
Ghana. We joined an assembly
back in 2019 …
A thousand chattering
children, aged two to 11, cram
into a church which sits on the
school grounds. Excitement
is high and the smell of the
school fish soup lunch lingers.
In every pew, children lean
forward for the best view. Then
a hush falls; the story is about
to start …
Seven volunteers, dressed up
and carrying props, act out
the story of Saul’s conversion
on the road to Damascus.
Ten children take part too,
and afterwards there’s a quiz.
Hundreds of hands shoot up
with the answers, hoping to
win an Open the Book sticker.
Headteacher John Ambonay
said, ‘Open the Book has
done so much for my school.
Behaviour has improved, Bible
knowledge has increased,
more pupils are completing
their education.’

2020
Storytellers
went online

2021
Due for launch
in Kenya and
Albania
Summer 2021 |
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Resources for you,
your church and
your community
As social restrictions continue to ease,
many Sunday services are now taking
place in person as well as online.
At Bible Society, we love creating resources and
providing great content that will help your church
grow in Bible confidence. That’s why many of our
resources are free.
Our resources can be used for Sunday services,
small groups and individual reading. Together,
let’s encourage everyone to root their lives in the
Bible – a never-failing source of guidance and
hope.

Bible Trek

Discover the sites.
Experience the stories.
Through a series of short films, join Andrew
Ollerton as he treks through the Holy Land and
beyond. Visit Jerusalem, Galilee, Ephesus and
other locations. Discover the sites where famous
Bible stories took place, from Hezekiah’s Tunnel
to the home town of Jesus. With added historical
notes and reflections, experience Bible stories
and see why they matter today.
Our hope is that these films, along with the
historical notes and reflections, will inspire your
reading of the Bible.
Check out biblesociety.org.uk/bible-trek
to find out more.
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The Bible Course
The Bible Series
Experience a better story

The story of life is full of questions, such as
‘What’s the meaning of life?’ or ‘What brings
peace in the storms?’ In the current season,
these questions have become even more
prominent.
This is where The Bible Series comes in. Over
seven sessions your church can journey
through the Bible and feel inspired by how
it connects with our deep human need for
meaning, freedom, peace, love, community
and hope. As the series addresses such
relevant questions, it’s a great opportunity
to invite others to experience a better story
for themselves – after all, this is something
that we all need right now.
The Bible Series features a suite of free
resources for your church such as sermon
messages, testimony films, Scripture
reading videos, exclusive children’s and
youth resources and a spoken word series.
A series book by Andrew Ollerton also gives
a personal guide to the series with bite-size
chapters.
‘I can’t wait to see the
difference that The Bible
Series will have on our
church as we lead people
in the pursuit of Jesus,
to see our lives and the
communities of those
we love transformed.
Thank you so much Bible
Society.’
Sim Dendy
Freedom Church, Romsey
To find out more and to host The Bible
Series, visit biblesociety.org.uk/
thebibleseries

Explore the BIG story

To help stay connected with others in
your small group, we’ve launched a new
online streaming version of The Bible
Course, which makes it really easy to host
and take part in the course online.
The Bible Course provides a birds-eye
view of the whole of the Bible and helps
equip everyone to engage with the Bible
for themselves. Over eight interactive
sessions, it highlights key books, famous
characters and amazing events. The
course guide gives you everything you
need to run the course including notes,
quotes and questions. The course is ideal
for one-to-ones, study groups and larger
gatherings – online or in person.
‘If you are looking for
a course to help your
church or small group
engage and understand
the story of the Bible,
can I encourage you
to look at The Bible
Course?The Bible is the
only book that we can
read in the company of
the author which is an incredible thought.
The Bible Course will enrich you and you will
discover truth, wisdom and guidance.’
Revd Canon J. John
Whether in person or online, why not run
the course with your small group? To find
out more visit biblesociety.org.uk/
thebiblecourse

Room for God

At home with the sacred

Room for God:
At home with the sacred
Take a look at this full-colour, beautiful
paperback resource for you and your home.
It can help you find God in every one of your
rooms.
Room for God provides a simple way of
developing helpful spiritual habits and routines.
Taking you on a tour of each room in the house,
as well as outdoor space. It includes Bible texts,
prayers and meditations, creative activities and
ideas to support social action. From ten-minute
challenges to deeper meditations, there’s
something for everybody and for any time
of the day.
One room at a time, and at your own pace,
you can:
• listen to how God is with you throughout
the day
• reflect on your concerns more freely
• discern some decisions more clearly
• try out a variety of spiritual practices
• value the power of silent meditation
• experience God everywhere and not
just in church
To order your copy, please visit biblesociety.
org.uk/products/room-for-god/

Summer 2021 |
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I love hearing the good news of how the hunger
to read God’s word in the Bible is being met by
Bible Society. The joy on the faces of the Bible
school students is wonderful to see and an
enormous encouragement. Thank you for your
work in China and world-wide, especially in
Cameroon.
IAN, ROTHERHAM

It is so exciting to read
about the spread of the
Bible in China – what an
example to all of us.
REVD CANON DAVID, OXFORD
I enjoy reading WIA, it keeps me up to date with what
is happening to Christians around the world. We are
recording zoom stories for OtB for our local school
during lockdown. We look forward to getting back
to the school so that the children can join in.
DIONE, CHIPPENHAM

RUTH, CALDICOT

A huge thank you to 53 of you who
responded to the article ‘You could
give the gift of a Bible by volunteering
your time’. We are incredibly grateful
to you for giving of your time, energy
and commitment, thank you so much!
If you would like to find out more about
volunteering for Bible Society go to
biblesociety.org.uk/volunteer
A big thank you to one
of our supporters,
David Arkell, who has
written a poetry book
called Divine Loves and
is donating the proceeds
towards Bible Society.
You can order a copy
from davidharkell@
yahoo.co.uk for £6.50
(including p&p).

These poems reflect the heart of a poet who loves God and sees His presence
and glory in the ordinary and extraordinary. This strand of deep faith runs
throughout. There are poems to make us laugh or cry. Poems which observe
and illustrate the wonder and beauty of our world, and some which examine
human suffering. Poems that offer hope in the darkness. Poems which, like the
Psalms, express the depth of the human heart seeking to find a way through
life and make sense of it. This many-hued collection invites us on a journey to
a place of peace, a place of praise and awe, a place of trust in the God Who
knows and loves us.
Reverend Amanda Duncan,
Vicar of the Benefices of High Cross and Thundridge, Hertfordshire

All proceeds from this book will go to supporting the work of the Bible Society.
For more information please visit the website: www.biblesociety.org.uk

An amazingly informative publication. Bible Society
is doing fantastic work, getting God’s word out to
so many diverse countries. We can now pray for all
your staff, some of them working in very dangerous
situations.
BRIAN, WATFORD

God is good and his love endures
forever, but yet there are many times
where circumstances in our lives mean
that we don’t feel his goodness or his
love. Where can we draw our strength
in such times when all we see around
us is crisis and loss? In Habakkuk
3.17–19, the prophet writes about
his discontent and sufferings in this
world, and the fact that God seems far
away. However, he ends his prophecy
proclaiming that despite everything he
will still find joy in the Lord who saves
and gives strength to carry on with
life at a higher level. I had the privilege

Biblepeople:

D I V I N E L O V E S David Arkell

All your WIA resources encourage
me to go on with God and to see
all the wonderful things that he is
doing in our world.

One verse
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I work at Bible Society as Church
Relationship Manager and also
Lead on Equality, Diversity and
Inclusion (EDI). This involves
advising and supporting the HR
team on EDI matters, helping to
encourage an embedded culture
of equality, diversity and inclusion
for the long-term health of the
whole organisation. Jesus showed
us through his ministry here on
earth how he was intentionally
inclusive. My role is to encourage
that in all aspects of our work.
I love reading and teaching the
Bible and encouraging others to
read it too, so they can discover
the freedom they have in Christ

Good News
Bible – Family
Edition
Three years of work and research,
in partnership with Youth for
Christ, with additional support and
resources from a huge number of
family focused organisations – this
family edition of the GNB has been

to assist the translation team that
translated these verses into Albanian
from the Hebrew language for the
first time.
My hope is that these verses sink into
the hearts and minds of the Albanian
people, who after centuries of
difficulties and darkness can rejoice
again and delight in the message of
salvation in the word of God.
Gjergj Ndoci
Albanian Bible Translation
Co-ordinator

Jesus. I grew up in Nigeria where a
large proportion of the nation are
Bible lovers. However, the same
Bible is used to manipulate, control,
intimidate and enslave people. This
has created a passion in me to share
the wisdom in the word of God and
open the eyes of others to the truth.
I love working for Bible Society
because of the vision to get the
Bible in the hands of everyone
all over the world and providing
resources to support the reading of
the Bible. As a Christian, minister of
God, Bible lover and ardent follower
of Jesus Christ, it really doesn’t get
better than this.
Revd Victoria Lawrence
Bible Society’s BME Church
Relationship Manager
created with the aim of putting the
Bible back at the centre of family life.
Along with a reusable ‘whiteboard’
cover and supportive YouTube
content, this Bible is packed with
unique and engaging design
features to help families experience
the Bible together.

It’s launching in October
2021, you can find out more
at gnbfamilyedition.com

Email us your thoughts and comments at wia@biblesociety.org.uk or use the comments form attached.
We reserve the right to edit letters for style and length.
The views expressed do not necessarily represent those of Bible Society.
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Your gift
changes lives
Join Bible a Month now and you can change
someone’s life for good, every month!
You can bring hope and joy to people like the Ellomwe
community in Malawi who celebrated the launch of their first
ever Bible with a march through the streets. A giant edition of
the Bible’s cover was made specifically for the occasion, and
carried by the marchers. It was hoisted high as the marchers
followed their Bible. This symbolised the coming of the Bible to
the Ellomwe speaking community.
‘I thank God that finally my constituents have their own Bible,
because they have been reading Bibles in other languages,’
said Senior Chief Nazombe, as she joyfully held her own copy
of the Ellomwe Bible. ‘I am grateful to God that I can witness
this in my lifetime.’

Share the joy every month and
sign up at biblesociety.org.uk/bam
or complete the form inside WIA
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